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Salman Rushdie had parts of his latest book, "The Golden House," in his head for 10 years, even though the setting of the novel sounds a lot like our current political climate. “I tweeted on [election ...
Salman Rushdie Talks About His Latest Book, "The Golden House"
If you read a lot of fiction, you know that every once in a while you stumble upon a book that transports you ... I allowed myself … to be drawn into the orbit of the Golden house …” writes Rushdie as ...
Book Review: ‘The Golden House’
After decades spent in the shadow of a death sentence pronounced by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Salman ... was Rushdie's fifth book, he has now written his 18th. Titled "The Golden House" it ...
'I don't want to hide' says Rushdie, 30 years after fatwa
Salman Rushdie knows the game ... Given the explorations of cosmopolitan identity politics in his 2017 novel, The Golden House, I wonder what he thinks of the role of identity in the culture ...
Salman Rushdie on Carrie Fisher: ‘She showed me that you can have a friendship with a woman which has nothing to do with sex’
Even all these years after Salman Rushdie dominated ... underwear in space. Later, Rushdie and Fisher visited the White House of George W. Bush during the National Book Festival.
Salman Rushdie Strikes Again
They spend their days separated from her husbands and all men in the China room, a dilapidated building decorated with plates that were once part of a dowry. And they wait to be tapped on the shoulder ...
Three Women Wait Every Day For Their Unknown Husbands In The 'China Room'
That changed when the Ayatollah Khomeini, then the supreme leader of Iran, issued a death warrant in response to Rushdie’s novel ... lockdown and his effective house arrest during the fatwa ...
The paradoxes and platitudes of Salman Rushdie
and new novel! Dread Central: Preston Fassel Good to see you again! Preston Fassel: Hey, thanks for having me. DC: My pleasure. So I’m actually a big Salman Rushdie fan, and I feel like you’re ...
Exclusive: Preston Fassel on Grindhouse Cinema and his New Novel THE DESPICABLE FANTASIES OF QUENTIN SERGENOV
The first day of the International Mango Festival might be a good time to bring it out of the literary closet and examine why it causes so many writers to break out into a rash ...
Ripe metaphors
An Iranian foundation has increased a bounty for the death of Salman ... Mohammed in his book "The Satanic Verses." The foundation's statement was quoted saying that, unless Rushdie were killed ...
Iranian Foundation Increases Bounty for Rushdie
Amélie Wen Zhao was ready with the novel "Blood Heir," a fantasy saga for teenagers, and had already sold it to Random House ... “cancel culture”, Salman Rushdie, was overwhelmed thirty ...
To avoid racist stigma, cowardly Western writers kill their own books
Books were a passion ... her teeth on campaigns for the likes of Salman Rushdie and Colson Whitehead, before moving to the nascent centralised Random House digital marketing department, a model ...
Shooting Star 2020
View this post on Instagram A magical realist modern classic, Rushdie’s novel follows the stories ... to become the governess at a wealthy manor house, only to fall in love with its master ...
From Bolu Babalola to Salman Rushdie: 6 books to satisfy your wanderlust this summer
This fall, some of the timeliest and most topical books will be found in the fiction ... Newburyport" and Salman Rushdie's "Quichotte," novelists and short story writers are addressing the news ...
Atwood, Rushdie novels among fall highlights
Please note that the posts on The Blogs are contributed by third parties. The opinions, facts and any media content in them are presented solely by the authors, and neither The Times of Israel nor ...
Shame, or, how I spent my holiday in Pakistan
In 1909, the House of Representatives ... who had translated Salman Rushdie’s “The Satanic Verses” was found stabbed to death, nine days after the novel’s Italian translator was attacked ...
Herald & Review Almanac for July 12
In 1993, Islamist extremists set fire to a hotel in Sivas, Turkey, in an apparent attempt to kill the translator of British author Salman Rushdie's novel The ... the White House said Monday.
On This Day: Greece joins World War I
While Penguin Random House has ... read all their books and then move on to the next writer, but some like Ruskin Bond, Roald Dahl, Jhumpa Lahiri, Stephen King, Salman Rushdie, Tom Clancy are ...
Hear, hear! Digital devices turn virtual storytellers
Kevin McCarthy of California won election as House majority leader as Republicans ... is 76. Author Sir Salman Rushdie is 74. Actor Phylicia Rashad is 73. Rock singer Ann Wilson (Heart) is 71.
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